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while most cargo ships dock on the south side of the bay, cruise ships arrive at one of the four cruise piers located along san antonio canal. this arrangement allows tourists to walk to major attractions such as old san juan and the puerto rico convention center district. hand made and detailed pbr ground markings and textures according to
the most recent airport situation. hand made, realistic terminals, cargo buildings airport buildings using msfs pbr materials. realistic airport lighting. taxiways, aprons, runways sloped using the native msfs system. customized city buildings and landmarks, including the san felipe del morro. optimized for performance to be used on most

types of systems. customized and enhanced jetways. accurate airport gate/parking to current real-world airport layout. ddownload.com i do have an issue with customers that take a pic of a small area and then go on to trash the entire add-on when a lot of work has gone into improving the airport. we are lucky to have latinvfr to enhance
desired airports that most devs do not want to touch. maybe i'm just a little more grateful. for fsx and fs2004 scenery tech north america has released the tjsj scenery of san juan island, one of the best located and most detailed scenery packages in the p3dv4 sdk. the terrain, the buildings and the complex are completely new and

significantly updated. custom buildings from multiple sources, hills, mountains, lakes, rivers, mountain lakes, lightings, trees, bushes and other details. the scenery contains more than 20 square miles and the whole area is handplaced. included are all san juan islands with all their lakes and rivers. there is a small town on san juan and also
a small airport, together with multiple airports. the air traffic is delivered in great detail.
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